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In, took the city by storm, and entered with such
terrible fury, that without respect to age or condition,
they pat all the garrison and inhabitants, man, wo-
man, and child, to the sword, plundered the city,
and when they had done this, set it on fire.
This calamity sure was the dreadfulest sight that
ever I saw; the rage of the imperial soldiers was
most intolerable, and not to be expressed; of
twenty-five thousand, some said thirty thousand
people, there was not a soul to be seen alive, till
the flames drove those that were hid in vaults and
secret places to seek death in the streets, rather
than perish in the fire. Of these miserable creatures
some were killed too by the furious soldiers, but at
last they saved the lives of such as came out of their
cellars and holes, and so about two thousand poor
desperate creatures were left; the exact number of
those that perished in this city could never be known,
because those the soldiers had first butchered,
the flames afterwards devoured.
I was on the other side of the Elbe when this
dreadful piece of butchery was done; the city of
Magdeburg had a sconce or fort over against it,
called the toll-house, which joined to the city by a
very fine bridge of boats.
This fort was taken by the imperialists a few days
before, and having a mind to see it, and the rather
because from thence I could have a very good view
of the city, I was gone over Tilly's bridge of boats
to view this fort. About ten o'clock in the morning
I perceived they were storming by the firing, and
immediately all ran to the works; I little thought
of the taking the city, but imagined it might be
some outwork attacked, for we all expected the
city would surrender that day, or next, and they
might have capitulated upon very good terms.
Being upon the works of the fort, on a sudden I

